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Preface
Stabilization, Safety, and Security of Distributed Systems (SSS 2009)
This issue contains a collection of eleven very special papers selected from the accepted papers of the 11th International
Symposium on Stabilization, Safety, and Security of Distributed Systems (SSS 2009), held in Lyon, France, November 3–6,
2009. SSS 2009 had the largest number of submissions in the history of SSS. The guest editors chose these eleven papers
from 49 papers that were presented at the symposium. The papers went through a two phase review process — once for the
symposium, then again through the normal peer reviewed process of the journal.
The scope of SSS was vastly expanded in 2009. The symposiumwas organized into 14 tracks. That wide scope is reflected
in the multi-dimensional range of topics featured in the papers in this issue. This issue represents the current trends and
directions in the self-* area.
The collection of papers in this issue covers many topics including various fault-tolerant schemes (automatic synthesis,
non-masking fault tolerance, fault containment, failure detector, consensus in Byzantine faults), network protocols
(probabilistic model in sensor networks, buffer allocation in message-switched networks), traditional areas of self-
stabilization (token circulation, graph algorithms), and some new application areas (Nash equilibria, mobile robots,
population protocols).
We hope that you will enjoy reading these extraordinary papers.
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